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JORDAN ALGEBRAS WITH MINIMUM CONDITIONO

BY

DAVID L. MORGAN(2)

Abstract. Let J be a Jordan algebra with minimum condition on quadratic ideals

over a field of characteristic not 2. We construct a maximal nil ideal R of /such that

JjR is a direct sum of a finite number of ideals each of which is a simple Jordan

algebra. R must have finite dimension if it is nilpotent and this is shown to be the case

whenever J has "enough" connected primitive orthogonal idempotents.

Introduction. The first four sections of this paper deal with the construction of

a maximal nil ideal for a Jordan algebra J with minimum condition on quadratic

ideals over a field F of characteristic not 2. We call this ideal, R, the radical of J

and show that J/R is semisimple in the sense of Jacobson [2].

We construct R by "building up" through the Peirce decomposition of /

relative to a finite collection of primitive orthogonal idempotents. In order to

facilitate computations, much of the construction is carried out under the assump-

tion that / has an identity element. However, once R is constructed we show that

this assumption is not really necessary.

In the last section we deal with questions of the nilpotence of R and use the

Coordinatization Theorem as our basic tool. We show that R is nilpotent if / has

enough connected primitive orthogonal idempotents. Also if R is nilpotent, then

it must be finite dimensional.

1. Preliminaries. In this paper an algebra will be an algebra over a field F of

characteristic not 2, which is not necessarily associative or of finite dimension.

J will always denote a commutative Jordan algebra. In order to make this paper

self-contained we now recall some definitions and results from [2]. If xeJ, Ux

denotes the linear operator 2RX — Rx* on J, and if x, y, z e J then {xyz} will denote

the trilinear product xy-z+yz-x — xz-y.

m = Uxn,        UyUx = UxUyUx,        zUx + y = zUx + zUy + 2{xzy}.

An element 0#Z> ejis called an absolute zero divisor of/if and only ifJUb = 0.
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A subspace Q of J is a quadratic ideal if and only if JUX<= Q for all x e Q.

If e is an idempotent of J, then the quadratic ideal JUe is the Peirce space Jx(e).

Also any quadratic ideal (absolute zero divisor) of Ji(e) or J0(e) is also a quadratic

ideal (absolute zero divisor) of F

If / has an identity element 1, then an element x eJ is invertible if and only if

Ux is invertible for any positive integer «. Also if 1 eJ, then every quadratic ideal

of J is also a subalgebra of F

Finally, any homomorph of a quadratic ideal in / is a quadratic ideal of the

homomorph of F

Lemma 1.1. Let A be a nonzero quadratic ideal of J. If there exists an element

ae A such that A = AUa, then A contains an idempotent.

Proof. Since A =AUa there is ce A, such that a = cUa. So Ua= UaUcUa. If z e A

we can find we A with z=wUa=wUaUcUa = zUcUa, hence UcUa is the identity

map on A. In particular c = cUcUa = c3Ua. But then z = zUcUa = zUczUaUa =

zUaU3U2 = zUaUc. Therefore UaUc=UcUa on A.

Iff=a2Uc, then zUf = zUa?Vc = zUcU2aUa = z. So Uf is the identity map on A.

Hence f=fUf=f3. So g =/2 = (a2Uc)2 = c2U2Uc is a nonzero idempotent of A.

We will use a special case of the following result in §3.

Lemma 1.2. Suppose J has an identity element 1 and that b = bi + bi2 + b0 is the

decomposition of an absolute zero divisor b of J relative to an idempotent e. Then bx

and b0 are absolute zero divisors of J.

Proof. Since b0 eJx(l —e) all we need show is that br eJ±(e) is an absolute zero

divisor of J. 0=lUb = b2 = b2x + [b22]i + 2(bi + b0)bi2 + b2+[b2i2}0 so 0 = ¿»? + [¿>f2]i

= (bx+b0)b12 = b20 + [b2x2}0.

If Xx e Jx(e) then

0 = XxUb = 2xibb-xib2 = 2xYb-b = 2[xi(bi+bi2 + b0)}(bi + bi2 + b0)

= 2xibi ■ bi + 2[xib12 ■ b12}x + 2[-xr1Z>12 • bx + Xxbx • Z»12 + xxbx2 ■ x0]12 + 2[x1è12 • ¿>12]0.

But then x1/31-¿»1= — [xibx2-bi2}x for all xxeJi(e). In particular ebx-bx = b\ =

— [eb12-bi2]i= —\[b\2}i. So we have that ¿>i = 0. Using the Jordan identity we get

0 = (e, ¿»i2, Xibi2) + (xi, bi2, ebi2) + (bi2, bi2, Xie)

= ■jv,Cit>i2-'-?i2— L*iöi2 'c»i2Ji + 2-^ibi2'bi2    2^\bi2 + Xibx2   Xxbx2 "t»i2

= -[xA2-f>i2]i.

Therefore xy Ubl = 2xibi ■ bi — xrb\ = 0 and bx is an absolute zero divisor of Jx(e)

hence also of J.

Henceforth, all Jordan algebras under consideration in this paper are assumed to

have minimum condition on quadratic ideals. Such Jordan algebras equivalently have

descending chain condition on quadratic ideals.

Theorem 1.3. / is nil or J contains an idempotent.
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Proof. Let xej and consider the descending chain of quadratic ideals J=>JUX

=>JUX2^> ■ ■ •. By assumption there must be a positive integer n so that JUxn =

JUx" + k for k= 1,2,.... Hence JUx« = 0 or JUX" is a quadratic ideal satisfying the

hypothesis of Lemma 1.1. So either x is nilpotent or JUX", and hence /, will contain

an idempotent.

Lemma 1.4. If e is an idempotent of J then Jx(e) contains a primitive idempotent

ofiJ.

Proof. Clearly Jx(e) has minimum condition on quadratic ideals since every

quadratic ideal of Jx(e) is also a quadratic ideal of J. Let Q=JU,=Jx(f), f2 =

fejj(e), be a minimal quadratic ideal of J±(e) determined by idempotents of Jj(e).

If/is not primitive, then Q contains an idempotent/ ^/and clearly JUfl ^JUf = Q,

which is contrary to the choice of Q.

Theorem 1.5. If J is not nil, then J contains a principal idempotent u where

w = 2?=i e¡ where the e¡ are primitive orthogonal idempotents of J.

Proof. Since J is not nil we know that J contains an idempotent e; which by

Lemma 1.3 can be assumed to be primitive. Suppose that ex, e2,...,ek are primitive

orthogonal idempotents of/. If J0(ej+ ■ ■ ■ +ek) contains an idempotent it contains

a primitive one, ek + x, hence ex, e2,..., ek,ek + x are primitive orthogonal idem-

potents of J. One easily sees, however, that

J0(ex) 3 J0(ex + e2) =»•••=> J0(ej + e2+- ■ ■ +ek + x)

is a properly descending chain of quadratic ideals. Therefore this chain must come

to an end after a finite number of steps, say n. So we let w = 2?=i e¡ and clearly u

is principal since J0(u) contains no idempotents.

Corollary 1.6. If J has an identity element 1 then l=2£.i £>, where the e¡ are

primitive orthogonal idempotents.

If J does not have an identity element then we may imbed J in J' = Fl © J in

the usual way. We now prove

Theorem 1.7. J' = F\ ©J also has minimum condition on quadratic ideals.

Proof. Let QjP Q2^> ■ ■ ■ 3gnD be a properly descending chain of quadratic

ideals of/'. We consider the descending chain of quadratic ideals

QjC\jz> Q2nJ =>...=> QnnJ^--

of /. Without loss of generality we may assume that Qx n /= Q2 nj and that

ôi, Qa$-J- Since Qj g Q2, we know that there is an element a eJ so that 1+ a e Qj\Q2

and since Q2^J there is an element beJso that 1 +b e Q2. But then (l+a)(l +b)

= l+a + b + ab e Qj, hence b + ab, a + ab e Qj nJ=Q2 r\J=>Q2. But this implies

that l+ae Q2, a contradiction. So with the possible exception of Qx, our chain is
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in /, hence it has finite length and therefore J' has minimum condition on quadratic

ideals.

2. J contains only one idempotent. Throughout this section we assume that

1 eJ and that 1 is the only idempotent of J. We show that every element in / is

either invertible or nilpotent and that the nilpotent elements form an ideal.

Theorem 2.1. Every element of J is either invertible or nilpotent.

Proof. By the proof of Theorem 1.3 we see that if x e J is not nilpotent then JUX

must contain an idempotent which must be 1. Hence x is invertible.

Theorem 2.2. J has nilpotent elements if and only if J has absolute zero divisors.

Proof. If y has absolute zero divisors then clearly J has nilpotent elements.

If/has no absolute zero divisors then by Theorem 2 of [2], /is either division or

/ contains an idempotent different from the identity. By our hypothesis, / must be

division, hence contains no nilpotent elements.

We now let N be the collection of all nilpotent elements of / and we define

F = {xeJ\ x+N<= N}.

Lemma 2.3. K^N, K is a subspace ofJ, and F^{0} whenever N^{0}.

Proof. Clearly Fis a subspace of/contained in N. By the previous lemma we

know that if N^ {0}, / contains an absolute zero divisor b. If « e N we know there

is a positive integer k> 1 so that nk = 0 and «''"^O. Now

n*"1 £/(, + „ = nk-1Ub + nk-1Un + 2{bnk-1n} = 2[bnk~Yn-bnnk-1} = 0

since RxpRxv = RxiRxp in any Jordan algebra. Hence Ub + n is not invertible so b + n

is not invertible, so by Theorem 2.1, b + n is nilpotent and be K.

Lemma 2.4. If se J is invertible then NUS<=N.

Proof. Since s is invertible we have that JUs=JUr1=J. If ne N and J=JUnUs

then J=JUsUnUs=JUnUs. Therefore J=JUn and « is invertible a contradiction.

So nUseN.

Lemma 2.5. If se J is invertible then KUS^K.

Proof. Let ke K and ne N. Since s is invertible, Us is invertible and so there

exists meN such that mlls = n. Therefore n + kUs = mUs + kUs = (m + k)Us^N,

hence kUse K.

Lemma 2.6. F is a nil ideal of J.

Proof. Let ke K and suppose first that xejis invertible. If 1 + x is also invertible

then kUi + x = k + kUx + 2{lkx}e K and so kxeK. If 1+xeN then 1 -4— ( 1 +x) is

invertible so again kUi + a + x) = kU2 + kU¿ + 2{2kx} e K. But this also implies that

kx e K. Hence if x e J is invertible Kx^K.
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If x eN, then \+x is invertible, hence k(l+x) = k + kx eK so again kx<=K.

But then KJ<=K and K<=N, so K is a nil ideal of/.

Theorem 2.7. 7Y is an ideal of J.

Proof. If JW{0} then K=£{0} is a nil ideal of J. Let M be a maximal nil ideal of J.

Since homomorphic images of invertible (nilpotent) elements are invertible (nil-

potent) in the homomorph, we see that the identity ofJ/M is the only idempotent

of J/M, and so J/M satisfies the same conditions as / does. If M=£N, then J/M

contains nilpotent elements and therefore has a nontrivial nil ideal. But this is a

contradiction to the choice of M, and hence N=M is a nil ideal of J.

Corollary 2.8. J/N is a division algebra.

3. Peirce decomposition relative to two primitive orthogonal idempotents.    In the

Peirce decomposition Jjj+J12+J22 of J relative to two primitive orthogonal

idempotents ej and e2, it is clear that both Jxx and J22 have the minimum condition

on quadratic ideals and the only idempotents of Jxx and J22 are their respective

identity elements ex and e2. So the collection, N¡, of nilpotent elements of J« is an

ideal of fi for /=1, 2. We show in this section that Nx + (Nj + N2)J12 + N2 is a nil

ideal of J. The proof is by a series of computational lemmas, so throughout this

section we assume that nteNi, all letters or expressions with subscripts 12 and i

are assumed to be elements of J12 and Jti respectively, /= 1, 2.

Lemma 3.1. /»tí/Wia<=/íir, i,j= 1, 2; /#/

Proof. 0 = (xi,y12,y12e}) + (y12,y12,Xf8j) + (e¡,y12,yX2Xi) = Xiy12-y12-[xiyX2-y12]j

-\xiy\2. Hence x¡Uyi2 = 2xiy12-yX2-x¡-yf2 = 2[xiyX2-yX2]j efj.

Lemma 3.2. xf2 + 1 = 2xX2([xl2]i)k, i= 1, 2; k=\, 2,....

Proof. xX2-eix\2 = Xj2ei-x\2. Hence xX2[x\2\ = \x\2, and we have 2xX2[x\2\ = x\2.

If xx2 =2xX2([x12]¡ ~ ) then xx2 + = xX2" xX2 = 2(xx2[xx2]i )xj2 = 2x12([xj2]i).

By induction we have our lemma.

Corollary 3.3. Every element in J12 is either invertible or nilpotent.

Proof. This follows easily from the preceding lemma since x\2 eJjj+J22.

Lemma 3.4. [(«¡yi2)2]¡ e N¡ and hence n¡y12 is nilpotent for /= 1, 2.

Proof.

0 = 2(nuyj2, niy12)+(yj2,yj2,n?) = 2(niyX2)2-2ni(niy12-y12)+y2X2ril-n2yX2-yX2.

But Nt is an ideal of Ju and so [(«¡y^)2]! 6 Nt if and only if [nlyX2-yX2\ e N{.

But [niyX2-yX2]i = ^niy:i2 for any nxeNx by the proof of Lemma 3.1, and so

[(niy^fle N.

Lemma 3.5. niyX2-yX2 eNx + N2, i=\, 2.
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Proof. First suppose that y12 is invertible. If «¡£/Vl2 is invertible in J¡¡ then

hi = JjjUntuyi2 = J»Uyi2UniUyi2 a JuUniUyi2 c NtUyi2 ¡= y,y

and so /«=JV,lfWa. TbenJuUy^NV^NtUfacW.. But then e,t/vía = [tfa], e iV,

and thus j>i2 is nilpotent, a contradiction. So niUyi2 — 2[niyi2-yi2}1 e N} and thus

«¡.yi2-.yi2eFri-l-A/2.

If y12 is nilpotent then (ntyi2+yi2)2 = (niyi2)2 + 2niyi2-yi2+y22 = (niy12)2 +

2["i>'i2->'i2]i + 2[«i>'i2->'i2]í + [jf2]i + [>'f2]í- But [(«iVi2)2]i, [niyi2-yi2\, [y22l are

all elements of N¡, so n¡yi2+yi2 is nilpotent and «¡>'i2>'i2 e Ni + N2.

Lemma 3.6. (a) [«¡yí2■ zi2}j eN„ i,j=l, 2, i^j;

(b) [«¡712 • zi2]i + ["i^i2 • Vizii e N¡.

Proof. Linearizing the result in Lemma 3.5 we see that n^^-z^ + ntZ^-y^ e ^i

+ N2 and clearly (b) holds.

0 = («i, ^12, Ji2<?i) + (e¡, yí2, ntzi2) + (zi2, yi2, «¡e¡)

= -H*i2, yi2, nt) + (eu y12, ntZi2)

= \ni-y12Zx2-\niyi2-Zi2 + ^niZi2-yi2-[niZi2-yi2}i.

Multiplying through by e, we see that [niyi2-Zi2}¡= [n^z^-y^ and hence

[nty^-ZizleNj.

Lemma 3.7. «(.y^-z^sNi + A^, i = 1>2.

Proof. We have already shown that [«¡yí2 ■ zi2]y e N, so we will now show that

[niyi2-zi2\i e-Ni by looking at ([nlyi2-Zi2}l)2 = [(nlyi2-Zi2)2}i.

0 = 2(«¡ji2, Zi2, «(>'i2-2i2) + (zi2, Zi2, (ntyi2)2)

=  2(«i>'i2-Zi2)2-2(«iJi2)((«i^i2-Zl2)Zl2) + (Zl2, Z12, («iVi2)2).

By Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 (zX2, zi2, («(.Vi2)2) 6 Nx + N2, so [(«¡j>i2 • Zi2)2]¡ e N{ if and

only if [(niyxa)((niyx2-zx2)zi2)]i 6 JV*. If we now let Wi2 = «i>»12,

0 = 2(zi2, et, w12z12) + (wi2, et, z\2)

=   [Wx2Zl2lZl2-[Wl2Zl2ÍiZl2-ÍWi2[z112}i+iWx2[zl2}j.

And so [wx2Zx2}iZx2=[wx2Zx2],Zx2-^Wx2[zt2]i + ^Wx2[zf2}1, Hence

[Wi2(Wi2Zi2-Zi2)]i =   [Wi2(Zi2[Wi2Z12]i+Zi2[H'i2Zi2]i)]i

= [Wx2(zi2[wi2zi2}i)}l + i[w12- WxzlzhUt - i[wi2 • w12[z? 2],]f.

Now [wiaZia],. = [«jj»i2 • Zi2}j eNf, therefore by Lemma 3.6(a), [wx2(zx2[wi2Zi2}j)}í eNt.

We now consider [wxa-Wiatrîaj/li and [wi2-h»12[zi2]¡]¡. Clearly

H,i2-vfi2[z22L = wla(niyx2[zxa\j) = Wisfai-yuMaÎi) = »lAa'»!*«

with Xi2=j12[zf2],- By Lemma 3.4

["¡LV12 + X12)]2 = (niVi2)2 + 2«i>'i2-«iXi2-l-(«(Xi2)2eAri-l-iV2
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and so [wX2- wx2[zj2]j]¡ e N¡. Also [w12- h'12[z22]¡]í is in 7Y, since again as in the proof

of Lemma 3.1, [w12-M'12[z22]i]i = |vvf2[z22]i which is in Nt because wf2eNt. So

finally we have proven that niyX2-zX2=[niy12-zX2]i + [niyX2-zX2]j eNx + N2.

We can now easily prove the following:

Theorem 3.7. Nx + (Nx + N2)JX2+N2is a proper nil ideal of J.

Proof. Clearly N=Nx + iNx + N2)JX2 + N2 is a proper ideal of J by using the

well-known multiplication properties of the Peirce subspaces Ju of J, and the fact

that /V¡ is an ideal of Jtí.

Using the proof of Theorem 1.3 we see that N is either nil or N contains an

idempotent e = nx + xX2 + n2. But then since e2 = e we have ixX2 = xX2(nx+n2).

Letting n = nx+n2 we see that n and hence Rn are nilpotent where xRn = xn. But

clearly then xX2 = 0 which contradicts e being an idempotent. Hence N is a nil

ideal ofJ.

We will need the next two lemmas in §4.

Lemma 3.8. Suppose that Jxx and J22 are division algebras. Then b12 eJX2 is an

absolute zero divisor of J if and only if bX2JX2 = 0.

Proof. 0 = 2(y12, bX2, y12bX2) + (bX2, bX2, yX2) = 2(bX2y12)2-2(yX2bX2-bX2)yX2 +

bX2y2X2-yl2bx2-bX2 = 2(bX2yx2)2.   But   bX2yX2 eJxx+J22   and   so   bX2yX2 = 0,    i.e.

^12/12 = 0-

11 c12/12 = U, then xUCl2 = 2xcX2-cX2 — xcX2 = 2(xx-\-xX2-\-x2)cX2-cx2 = 2.xxcX2-cX2

+ 2xX2cX2-cX2 + x2c12-cX2 = 0. Since xxcX2eJX2, i=\,2. So cx2 is an absolute zero

divisor of J.

Lemma 3.9. If both JX1 and J22 are division algebras, then the collection BX2 of

absolute zero divisors of J is an ideal of J.

Proof. By the previous lemma it is clear that BX2 is a subspace of F12. If xt eJH,

;=1,2 and bX2eBx2, then 0 = (xi,bX2,yX2e,) + (yl2,bX2,ejXl) + (e},bX2,y12xl) =

\xibX2-yX2. Hence xf>X2 e Bx2 and JHBX2<^BX2 which implies that B12 is an ideal ofJ.

4. The Peirce decomposition in general. If J is not nil, we recall that J must

contain a principal idempotent u which is the sum of finite number of primitive

orthogonal idempotents ex,..., en. We show that the N¡ = {x eJu \ x is nilpotent}

generate an ideal N so that the Peirce one spaces in J/N are division algebras. If

J/N has absolute zero divisors then we show there is a nil ideal R of / with N^R,

such that///? has no absolute zero divisors, and J/R is semisimple.

Lemma 4.1. If Ni is the collection of nilpotent elements of J^ in the Peirce decom-

position of J then

(1) NiJij-fj^Ni + Nj, Nffj-JuCNifj, Nifj-Jj^Nifj;
(2) NiJyJ^NtJi*, i,j,k¿;

(3) NiJij-Ji^NiJutfj,  i,j,k^;

(4) (Nifj-fM^NJtj,  i,j,k¿;
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(5) (NtJl}■ Jlk)Jjk<= Njj + Nkk, i,j,k¿;

(6) iNtJij-Ji^J^^Nifj-J^, i,j,k#;

(7) iNifj-Ji^Ju^Nifj-Ju,  i,j,k,l¿.

Using this lemma we easily prove

Theorem 4.2. If ■/~=2íls;=i^ij ts the Peirce decomposition of J relative to the

primitive orthogonal idempotents ex,..., en, where 1 = 2íl=i e¡ and Nt = {x eJH\x is

nilpotent}, then /Y=2 ^ + 2 NiJii + 'Z ̂ W/V« Is a proper ideal of J.

If we let cpt be the restriction of the natural homomorphism cp:J~^ J/N to Jit we set

that cp¡ : Ju -» Jit/Nt and so ?>,(/„) is a division algebra. J/N may have absolute zero

divisors. However, they are easily handled by the following lemma and theorem.

Lemma 4.3. IfJ=^Jn is the Peirce decomposition of J relative to the orthogonal

idempotents ex,..., en, where 1 =2 et is the identity element of J, and if Ju is a

division algebra for i=l,2,. . ., n then ifib is an absolute zero divisor ofiJ, ¿» = 2í<í b¡¡

where each bu e Ju is an absolute zero divisor of J.

Proof. Let b = bx+bX2 + b0 be the decomposition of b relative to e¡. Then by

Lemma 1.2, bx is an absolute zero divisor of Ju and so bx = 0. Hence ¿» = 2i</ bu.

If f=ei + e„ and if b = cx + cX2 + c0 is the decomposition of b relative to/we know

that cx is an absolute zero divisor of J, cx eJx(f)=Jii+Jij+Jjj. But the only com-

ponent of b in Ju+Jtj+Jjj is bu so blj = cx is an absolute zero divisor of J.

Theorem 4.4. IfJH is a division algebra for i= 1,..., n in the Peirce decomposition

of J relative to the orthogonal idempotents ex,..., en with 1 =2 eu then

(1) A0 = ^ii<j B¡j is an ideal of J where Bif = {x ejtj | xJxj = 0},

(2) J/A0 has no absolute zero divisors.

Proof. We will show that bijyjk e Bik where bXj e Bu and yjk eJ]k. By Lemma 3.8,

bij is an absolute zero divisor of J, so 0 = 2(yjk, btj, y^Z»«) + (èy, b„, yjk) = 2(bijyjk)2,

also 0 = (yjk, b„, x¡fce¡) + (e¡, by, yikxik) + (xik, bu, yjke¡) = \(bijyjk ■ xik - buxik ■ y,k) so

bijyjk-xik = bijXik-yjk. By comparing components we see that bijyjk-xik = [biiyjk-xik]k.

If we let zik = buyjk, then zffc=0 and zikxik = [zikxik]k eJkk.

0 = 2(zik, ek, xikzik) + (xik, ek, ztk) = zik-xikzik—[2zikxik]kzik = —zikxik-zik.

So xikUZM = 0. If xu e JH, then xuUz.k = wkk e Jkk. But w\k = (xHUZk)2 = zfk Ux¡¡UZik = 0.

But Jkk is division, hence 1^ = 0. So JuUz.l.=0. In the same way JkkUZlc = 0, and so

zik = bijyjk is an absolute zero divisor of Ju+Jik+Jkk. Hence BijJjk^Bik, and

^o = 2i</ By is a proper ideal of J.

Let atj be the restriction of the natural map J —> J/A0 to Jx(et + ej)=Jii+Jij+Jjj.

So a(jr. Jx(e( + e,) -> Jx(e¡ + eJ)/Bij. Clearly cey(/j) and «¡jiJ^) are division algebras

so if aiJiJ1(e'i + ey)) contains an absolute zero divisor Çj/rr-jBg, we must have that

(clj + Bij)(Jij + Bij) = cijJij^BiJ. But then cijJij = 0 and ci3 e 5i; and ai3(/i(ef + e,))

cannot contain any absolute zero divisors. So by Lemma 4.3 J/A0 contains no

absolute zero divisors.
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Corollary 4.5. The ideal A0 in Theorem 4.3 is finite dimensional.

Proof. A0 = ~2,i<j Bu and every element of F0 is an absolute zero divisor of/.

Hence every subspace of Fw is a quadratic ideal of/, and so Fi; has finite dimension

i,j=l, 2,..., «, i<j. Therefore A0 has finite dimension.

Theorem 4.6. Let J have identity element 1. Then there exists an ideal R of J

so that

(1) Ris a maximal nil ideal of J,

(2) J/R has no absolute zero divisors,

(3) J/R is the direct sum of a finite number of ideals which are simple Jordan

algebras.

Proof. Let S be any ideal of / such that J/S has no absolute zero divisors. Then

the ideal N of Theorem 4.2 must be contained in S, since if not, J/S would contain

absolute zero divisors.

J/N clearly satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4.4, so if J=J/N contains any

absolute zero divisors it has an ideal A0 such that J/A0 contains no absolute zero

divisors. Let F be the complete inverse image A0 + N of A0 under the mapping

J ^J/N. Clearly F<=F. Now J/R satisfies axioms (i), (ii), and (iii) of [2] and hence

is a direct sum of ideals which are simple Jordan algebras also satisfying axioms

(i), (ii), and (iii). If F^F then S must contain an idempotent. If S contains no

idempotents then S=R. Hence F is a nil ideal (again by the proof of Theorem 1.3)

which is clearly maximal.

Definition. The ideal F is called the radical of/.

We now will consider the situation in which / does not contain an identity

element.

Theorem 4.7. If J is not nil, then there exists an ideal R of J such that

(1) R is a maximal nil ideal,

(2) J/R has no absolute zero divisors,

(3) J/R is the direct sum of a finite number of ideals which are simple Jordan algebras,

(4) J/R has an identity element.

Proof. By Theorem 1.5 we know that / contains a principal idempotent u = 2f = i ¿i

where the e¡ are primitive orthogonal idempotents of/. So/=/;(«)+/1/2(w)+/0(w)

and J0(u) is nil. Let /'=F1 ©/be the algebra obtained by adjoining an identity

element 1 to /. If g=l— u, then we know (see [1]): gu = 0, J'i(u)=J'0(g)=Ji(u),

J'n2(u)=Jil2(u); J'0(u)=J'x(g)=J0(u) + Fg, and clearly g is primitive. If F' is the

radical of/', then by the construction of F' we know that J0(u)cR'.

Now /' = 2?Si s x Jti + 2?= i /¡o +/oo + Fg where

/„ = {x | xe¡ = x},       /y = /i/2(e() n Jil2(e,),       i,j = 1, 2,..., «,    t g /;

ho = Fi/afa) n Ji,2(u) = /i/2(<?i) r\ Jm(g),      /oo = Joiu).

ISote that J00 + Fg=Jx(g).
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Since J'/R' contains no absolute zero divisors we see that the image of /it+/j0

+Ji(g) is a Jordan algebra with identity element being the sum of two primitive

orthogonal idempotents whose one spaces are division. Since every element in Ji0

is clearly nilpotent, we see that the image of/i0 is 0. So if we let R=J n F', we see

the J/R contains no absolute zero divisors, and that J/R has an identity element

(the image of u). Hence our theorem.

Corollary 4.8. Rad /' = Rad (FI © /) = Rad /.

5. Properties of the radical. If A is an algebra over a field of characteristic not

2, then we may define an algebra A+ having the same vector space as A but with

multiplication "°" defined by x ° y = i(xy+yx). If A has an involution then H(A),

the collection of symmetric elements of A, forms a subalgebra of A +. No confusion

should arise if we denote this subalgebra also by the symbol H(A).

We use Jacobson's Coordinatization Theorem and some results on isotopy for

Jordan algebras as tools in this section. See [3].

Lemma 5.1. Let D be an algebra with identity element 1 over Fand let D have an

involution " " " so that H(D) is in the nucleus of D. Also let L be a left ideal of D.

Then

Q = {\au\ | an e H(D), aX2eL, a2X = o12, b22 6 H(D) n L, atJ = 0 otherwise}

is a quadratic ideal of the Jordan algebra H(Dn), «> 1, where D is alternative if

« = 2, 3, and associative ifn^4.

Proof. It is well known [3] that H(Dn) is a Jordan algebra when D is alternative

if « = 2, 3 or D is associative if «S4. Let /= H(Dn), and let Eu be the matrix units

of Dn. Exx, F22,..., Enn are orthogonal idempotents of / such that F=2f=i F«.

Clearly Q is isomorphic to the subalgebra

|ö   X  \aeH(D),xeL,beH(D)nlX

of H(D2). We identify Q with this subalgebra and let

A =
a   x

x   b
e Q   and   F =

c    y

9   d
e H(D2).

One easily sees by computation that BUA = ABA e H(D2). Also (ABA)i2 = acx +

xyx + ayb + xdb e L and (ABA)22 = xcx + byx + xyb + bdb e H(D) n F. Hence Q is

a quadratic ideal of H(D2), hence of/1(Fll + F22), and so finally of H(Dn).

Theorem 5.2. Let 1 = 2f= i et in J where the et are primitive orthogonal idempotents.

Suppose that « ^ 3 and the et are connected. Then R = Rad / is nilpotent.

Proof. Since «2:3 and the e¡ are connected, the Coordinatization Theorem [3]

tells us that there exists an algebra D with an identity element 1 and an involution

" " " such that D is associative if « è 4, and is alternative with its selfadjoint

elements in the nucleus if «3:3, so that / is isomorphic to H(Dn, y).
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First of all we assume that y=\, i.e. H(Dn,y) = H(Dn). LetF1^F2=' • • •=>/„=> ■ ■ ■

be a descending chain of left ideals of D. Corresponding to each Lk we form a

quadratic ideal :

Qk = {|a«| I an e H(D), aX2eLk, a21 = ô12, a22eLk n H(D), atj = 0 otherwise}

of H(Dn). So we have Qi^ Q^ ■ ■■ ̂ Qn is a descending chain of quadratic ideals

of H(Dn). Since / has minimum condition on quadratic ideals, H(Dn) does, hence

D has minimum condition on left ideals.

If D is associative, then the Jacobson radical, Rad D, is nilpotent. Hence

Rad (£>„) = (Rad D)n is nilpotent.

If D is alternative, then in [8] K. A. Zevlakov has shown that the Smiley radical

[7], Rad D, is nilpotent if D is of characteristic not 2 or 3. Using results of M. Slater

[6], this is true without the restriction of characteristic not 3. So when D is alterna-

tive (Rad £>)„ is an ideal of Dn and is certainly nilpotent since (Rad D)2 is an ideal

of D properly contained in Rad D.

Since J^H(Dn) we have that JU^H(D). If H(D)/(H(D) n Rad D) contains

nilpotent elements it must also contain absolute zero divisors, i.e. there is an

element b e H(D) so that aUb e H(D) n Rad D for all a e H(D). Suppose such an

element beH(D) exists, and let x = h + k be an arbitrary element of D where

« e H(D) and k = - k. Then (xb)3 = (h + k)bhb(h + k)b + (h + k)bkbhb + (h + k)b(kbk)b

is in Rad D since bhb and b(kbk)b are. Therefore xb is nilpotent for all x in D,

and thus Db is a nil left ideal of D since b is in the nucleus of D. Hence b must be

in Rad D and so finally H(D)/(H(D) n Rad D) contains no absolute zero divisors.

So the isomorph of N¡ = {x e/(i | x is nilpotent} is contained in H(D) n Rad D.

Therefore the isomorph of the ideal A^ of Theorem 4.2 is contained in

H(Dn n (Rad D)n).

Hence Nis nilpotent. Now F = Rad /is A0 + N. But F is nil and À~0 + A0 + N/N is

finite dimensional, hence A0 is nilpotent and therefore F is also.

If/ is not isomorphic to H(Dn) but to H(Dn, y), y¥=l, then we know that the

isomorph J of F in H(Dn, y) is an ideal not only of H(Dn, y) but also of H(Dn).

In fact it is precisely the radical of H(Dn). So the subalgebra of the enveloping

algebra of H(Dn) generated by J is nilpotent. But this subalgebra is identical with

the subalgebra generated by J in the enveloping algebra of H(Dn, y). Therefore J is

nilpotent in H(Dn, y) and hence F is nilpotent.

Theorem 5.3. Suppose N is an ideal of J, such that N3 = 0. Then N has finite

dimension.

Proof. If N2 = 0 then every element of N is an absolute zero divisor and so every

subspace of N is a quadratic ideal and so N has finite dimension.

If 7V2#0, we consider the ideal N2 + N2J of J which is contained in N. N3 = 0

implies that every element of N2 is an absolute zero divisor and so N2 has finite

dimension since every subspace of N2 is a quadratic ideal of/.
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Now let a, xej and let n e N2. Using the Jordan identity we have 0 = 2(n, a, na)

+ (a,a,n2) = 2(nd)2 since na-aeN. Hence (na)2 = 0. Linearizing, we see that

nanb = 0 for any beJ. Also 0 = (x, na, na) + (a, na, nx) + (n, na, ax) = (x ■ na)na

+ (na ■ a)nx. Again 0 = (n, x, naa) + (a, x, na-n) + (na, x, na) = (na ■ a)nx. Hence

(x-na)na = 0, so we finally have xUna = 2(x na)na — x(na)2 = 0 for all neN2 and

for all x,aeJ. Let nx, n2,..., nk be a basis for N2 over F. Then N2J=nxJ+n2J+

■ ■ ■ +nkJ. Every element in n¡J is an absolute zero divisor, and so every subspace

of ntJ is a quadratic ideal. Hence n¡J is finite dimensional, /= 1,2,..., k, and so

N2 + N2J has finite dimension.

If N=N2 + N2J we are done. If N^N2 + N2J then under the natural homo-

morphism J^J/(N2 + N2J), N goes onto N=N/(N2 + N2J). But then yV2 = 0.

Hence again N=N+N2 + N2Jhas finite dimension and thus A^ has finite dimension.

Theorem 5.4. If N is a nilpotent ideal of J, then N has finite dimension.

Proof. For any ideal N we construct the descending chain of ideals MX=>M2^> ■ ■ ■

by defining Mx = N, and Mk + x = Ml, k = 1, 2,.... Since in our case N is nilpotent,

this chain properly descends and has finite length, say /. If r = 2, i.e. M2 = N3 = 0,

we are done by the preceding theorem. Assume that the theorem is true for all

nilpotent ideals with chains of length less than /. In our chain Afi3_1 = M( = 0 hence

Mt_x has finite dimension. Under the natural homomorphism/-> //M(_1; Ngoes

to N=N/Mt-X. But the chain for Nin J/Mt_x has length less than /, so by assump-

tion N=N+Mt_x has finite dimension. Therefore N has finite dimension and we

have our theorem.

Corollary 5.5. If 1 = 2"= i et is the identity element ofJ and the e¡ are connected

with n^3, then R = Kad J has finite dimension.

Theorem 5.6. LetJ=Jlx +JX2 +J22 be the Peirce decomposition of a Jordan algebra

J relative to the orthogonal idempotents ex and e2. Suppose that JX2<=NX + N2 where

Nt is a nilpotent ideal ofJ,¡, /= 1, 2. Then K=NX+JX2 + N2 is a nilpotent ideal of J.

Proof. Clearly AT is a subalgebra of/. Also B = NX+N2 is a finite-dimensional

subalgebra of/. Therefore if B* denotes the subalgebra of the multiplication algebra

generated by the right multiplications by elements of B, B* is nilpotent (see [5,

p. 95]). If JX2 = BJX2, then JX2 = B(B(- ■ (BJX2)- ■ -)) = (B*)kJx2 for each k and so

/12 = 0 and in this case AT is a nilpotent ideal of/.

If BJX2 is strictly contained in JX2, we see that K2<^B + BJX2^K. Define Ka) =

Km = K, and KU + 1)=[K(»]2, Ku + x^ = [Kif)f. Then clearly KU^KU) and P'cfi

+ (B*y'~1}Jx2-K. A'is a solvable ideal and there is an ideal 7#0 of/contained in

K so that I3 = 0. Therefore by an argument similar to that used in the proof of

Theorem 5.4 we see that K is finite dimensional and hence nilpotent.

Corollary 5.7. Let 1 = 2?= i e¡ with the e¡ primitive orthogonal idempotents, and

let Px, P2,..., Pk be the partition of {ex,..., en} determined by the relation "con-

nected." Then if \Ft\ ̂  3, /=!,..., k, the radical of J is nilpotent.
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